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Ecological Decline and the Main Watercourses entering the Edward Hunter
Heritage Bush Reserve Moe Victoria.
The Edward Hunter Heritage Bush Reserve (EHHBR)
Overview
Development of Victoria from the mid 1800’s onwards centered around construction of an extensive
railway system. The construction of railway reservoirs was a necessary part of the infrastructure to
provide high quality water to steam trains at selected railway stations and towns. In 1869 the Lands Act
from the Lands Department opened for selectors to purchase/rent land. Moe became a central location for
land development in the north for gold mining and farming and to the south for coal mining, timber and
dairying on the rich red soil of the Narracan Valley surrounding the Narracan Creek. This led to the need
for improved transportation and in anticipation, the “New Moe “became located further away on high
ground away from the Latrobe River / Narracan Creek crossing on the surveyed path for the main Melb
to Sale Railway line. The Moe Railway Station was opened in Jan 1878. In 1888 the Narracan Valley
railway line from Moe to Thorpdale was officially opened. These railway lines transported goods and
services to and from Moe and onto Melbourne. Moe operated up to four sawmills for processing timber
from clearing the land. Narracan Creek has a very large catchment area and as land clearing and
development progressed, the water quality would have rapidly deteriorated. Whereas the watercourse
regions from the Moe South area remained relatively underdeveloped and flowed through the new Moe
township close to the west side of the proposed Moe Railway Station. This was considered to be a far
more convenient and higher quality water source than that from Narracan Creek, which was at a lower
elevation near Moe and would have had to be pumped up to the Railway Station.
The need for adequate high-quality water all year-round from the smaller Moe South watercourses led to
the creation of a railway reservoir (dam) within what is now known as the Edward Hunter Heritage Bush
Reserve. This reservoir would have been constructed around the time of the Melbourne-Sale Railway line
opening in 1878 or later. Although it is noted that this land was not officially gazetted for railway
purposes until 1887.
The need for this storage dam for steam locomotives stopped in the early 1950’s and the general use of
the Reserve, even as a swimming pool declined. In the 1970’s a public meeting was called for interested
citizens to form a management committee to help clean up the Reserve. From the late 1970’s onwards a
Committee of Management has managed the Reserve on behalf of the Council. Many working parties,
studies, State and Federal Grants continue to nurture the Reserve on behalf of the community and for
future generations to enjoy.
Because this land has remained as Crown land it is the largest single piece of native bush between Moe and
the Strzelecki’s. (57hectares). The Reserve is almost entirely surrounded by housing development, all other
nearby land has been substantially cleared and or developed. Fortunately, the Reserve still contains the dam,
and retains substantial stands of indigenous and endemic vegetation.
The Committee has long recognised that the Reserve now needs even more expert ongoing care,
consideration and attention by all users as it faces increasing pressure from urbanisation and climate
change related issues. Although not obvious, the biodiversity of this Reserve has been silently decreasing.
Examples of ecological decline that impact the Reserve are as follows:
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1. The Modified Water Courses from Borrmans Paddock that flow into the EHHBR
Refer to marked up Map attached.
Borrmans Paddock, now denoted as Ridleys paddock at 62 Borrmans St now has a house and a small
associated plumbing busines built about 20 years ago. Borrmans Road was named after the Borrman
family who moved into this area in the early 1940’s after being burnt out in the 1939 Bushfires at
Aberfeldy. At that stage Borrmans road was just a surveyed track with a dead end at the edge of a very
deep gully that connected Borrmans paddock to the EHHBR. All land on the south side of the surveyed
Borrmans Road would have been covered in very dense bush.
The Borrmans paddock region was intersected by two small watercourses, an Eastern and a Western
watercourse. The Eastern watercourse has the larger catchment area. The two watercourses merged into
one watercourse at the lowest and northern region of this paddock and then flowed into the EHHBR main
gully. Even after substantial clearing the lowest point in this paddock remained as a densely treed gully
that merged into the main gully within the EHHBR.
The main gully in the EHHBR originates closer towards Wirraway St near Gate 5 (G5) and flows right
through the reserve via the dam. The head of this main gully is fed with a number of smaller seasonal
watercourses further west, the larger Eastern and Western watercourses discussed here originate south of
Borrmans St.
In the 1930’s to the 1950’s the head water catchment area of these two watercourses was progressively
cleared of vegetation as rural development progressed with little to no guidelines. By the 1950’s there was
almost no trees in the catchment area for both these waterways including the Borrmans paddock.
In the 1960’s the Eastern watercourse was re-directed higher up the slope in the paddock to increase the
useable area for grazing and harvesting of hay. The Western watercourse although reduced of vegetation
still follows its original course to the lowest point in Borrmans paddock before crossing under Borrmans
St and into the EHHBR
It is believed that from the 1940’s onwards till at least 1992, the Moe Waterworks treatment plant which
receives piped water by gravity from the headwaters of the Narracan Creek continuously released a small
amount of water with Narracan sediment and flocculating agent into the Eastern Watercourse. This was
part of the clarification process. Over this 50-year period or so, these practices contributed to increased
siltation of the main gully and the dam in the EHHBR.
In the mid 1980’s Borrmans Road was made a through gravel road. This required extensive clearing and
backfilling of the lowest part of the paddock and the installation of two culverts for water to flow into the
EHHBR. The bush in this gully which originally merged seamlessly into the EHHBR and was so dense, it
was almost impossible to walk through from one side to the other. The tea tree and black woods were the
tallest ever seen in this region. This gully also served as a corridor for native animals to the Moe South
region.
In 1992 the main gully in the EHHBR was partially cleared of silt downstream and upstream of the Margaret
Adams bridge (opened in 1987) region to better define the waterway and lower the water table away from
large trees on the edge of the main gully etc. Also, in 1992 the storm water that discharged into the Lincoln
St Gully was diverted into an underground drain line right down to the dam water. This reduced the severe
erosion of the Lincoln St gully which was also silting up the dam. The siltation issue and die back is reported
in the Soil Conservation and Waterways Management Strategy Vol 1 Oct 1990 P. Butcher, page 2 Rec 9
and pages 7, 18 &19.The CoM Annual Report of 1991/92 stated that the main creek bed was manually
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cleared of silt for another 200m upstream of the Margaret Adams Bridge. The Secretary also sent a note on
the 13th April 1992 to the then Latrobe Regional Water Authority requesting an update on the capital works
to cease this practice. It is interesting to note that in the 1950’s during the accidental drowning period, the
depth of the main dam was in the order of 6m to 8 m. Today it is only about 2m to 3m deep.
In 1993 Borrmans Road was upgraded to a bitumen road. This enabled an improved through connection for
vehicles to access new housing development on the Eastern side of Wirraway St. As traffic levels increased,
the road kill peaked to an unbelievable number. This resulted in an enormous step reduction in the number
of native animals in the Reserve and the southern area. Today the population of all larger native animals is
significantly reduced. Examples: 1960’s last koalas sighted, 1979 last bandicoots, 2010 last antechinus,
2020 last wombat? Today few swamp wallabies remain, but there appears to be an increased population of
eastern grey kangaroos particularly in Hunter Park which is still quite a cleared grassed paddock.
In 1994 the dam/lake was partially excavated of silt to increase the water depth and so discourage reed
growth.
In the mid 1990’s along with the construction of a house on Ridelys paddock (now number 62 Borrmans
St) the Eastern watercourse was partially converted into an enclosed pipe and now flows via a culvert
under Borrmans St. This Eastern watercourse still appears to flow all year round and even though the flow
is small it is regarded as very important in maintaining the moist gully headwaters in the EHHBR
particularly during the summer period. (This main gully is classified as EVC 29 Damp Forest which is
endangered for this Strzelecki region). There remains some doubt over the current main sources of water
flow into this waterway. Is it fed by ground spring water and or leakage from Moe Water Works storage
dam? It would appear that leakage from the Moe Water Works storage dam is now the main source of
water inflow? Up until approx. 1950 this whole southern area abutting the EHHBR was heavily covered
in trees and bush. With the clearing of the whole region south of Borrmans St due to rural development,
the runoff from this area completely changed with greater variation between winter and summer. Was this
change offset by the Waterworks practice of discharging some water and flocculating agent into the
Eastern waterway up until the late 1992. The processes were then improved to contain the discharge of
silt and flocculating agents on site; however, it is believed leakage from the Waterworks holding dam has
continued into the Eastern watercourse. There are plans by the Waterworks in 2021/2022 to reline the
holding dam and eliminate the leakage. Should there be provision to maintain a small raw water bleed off
from the Waterworks into the Eastern Watercourse similar to what has existed for the past 70 plus years?
The CoM wishes to pursue the concept of providing a small supply of raw water from the Moe
Waterworks to retain a small flow in the Eastern Watercourse. Would this somewhat replicate the flow
that existed before land clearing and the establishment of the Moe Waterworks? As the water supply to
the Moe South Waterworks is predominately from the headwaters of the Narracan creek via a gravity fed
pipeline, a minor bleed off to the Eastern Watercourse and thence to the EHHBR is a very small
incremental requirement.
Key Concerns:
• There appears to be a lack of regulations regarding modifications to small waterways by
landowners and other authorities. This has led to known inconsistencies in planning applications
and approvals.
• If the flow into the Eastern Watercourse was now to be reduced it would significantly change the
ecology of the gully and increase the fire risk.
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2. Modification of the Designated Waterway on the east side of the Waterworks that flows
through Hunter Park to the EHHBR
This designated waterway has a larger catchment area of approx. 165 hectares from the Moe South area
and is on the elevated north side of the escarpment down to Narracan valley and the associated Narracan
Creek. This Designated Waterway originates beyond Blackwood Rise Moe South and flows parallel to
the Moe South Road, and then under Borrmans St on the West side of 135 Borrmans Street, through the
Hunter Park development via a holding dam and finally into the EHHBR. It is the largest source of water
flow into the EHHBR and enters the main gully just upstream of the Margaret Adams Bridge. This whole
waterway has been extensively modified by Moe South land holders over the past 100 plus years, and
includes several small dams on private property etc. Similarly, Hunter Park which prior to development
was known as Wagners paddock had been a farming paddock for the past 100 years or so and had a
variety of agricultural uses. Prior to the development of Hunter Park, this Designated Waterway was
relatively undisturbed with a dam and large swale /wetlands area/riparian strip before it flowed into the
EHHBR. In conjunction with the EHHBR this wetland supports a range of wildlife including mammals,
reptiles, bats, native fish, birds and amphibians, as well as a diversity of flora and fungi. The water quality
of the designated waterway is important to the health of whole the EHHBR ecosystem, as is the value of
connectedness in terms of native vegetation and wildlife corridors. An ecological assessment of Hunter
Park undertaken by a consultancy group acknowledged the high conservation significance of the native
patches colonising this waterway. A range of birds including the black-shouldered kite and the whitenecked heron uses this stream habitat as does a wide variety of amphibians (including the Southern
Toadlet, currently classified as ‘vulnerable’ in DSE’s Victorian listing.
In April 7, 1982 Gaz. 33/1002 The land that was known as Wagners Paddock at the time was re-zoned
residential. Notice was also given of rezoning “a small strip of portion of the Edward Hunter Heritage
Bush Reserve to become a Special Uses Zone for firebreak purposes”. The dimensions of the council
easement are not clear and need to be clearly defined.
In mid-2014 a proposal was submitted to Latrobe City Council (LCC) for housing development of
Wagner’s paddock. The LCC and the Committee of Management vehemently opposed the proposal. The
developer took the case to VCAT in December 2014. After a three -day VCAT hearing, VCAT
subsequently overruled the objections by LCC and the CoM and approved the plan as submitted in
January 2015.
On 2nd Dec 2016 the LCC approved the Hunter Park development for 101 lots on the16 hectare paddock.
In order to maximise the number of housing lots, the easement on each side of the waterway was reduced
from established guidelines of 30m each side down to a minimum of 20m total. This proposal was
approved by the West Gippsland water Catchment Management Authority (WGCMA) despite earlier
approvals elsewhere that specified a wider easement. (It is interesting to note that the developers
originally proposed that the waterway be removed and piped through the subdivision with no regard for
the ecology and no mention of the EHHBR)!
Reducing the waterway width lessens the natural drainage function, stream habitat and wildlife corridors.
The developer constructed a new holding dam in place of the original dam area, but did not install other
upstream sediment traps as indicated in their original submission to WGCMA.
On 28th Aug 2017 site construction commenced. This involved roadwork’s and levelling of sites with
much soil disturbance. Despite numerous complaints by LCC and the CoM, only the minimum of effort
was made to clean up the water quality. The water turbidity flowing into the EHHBR subsequently
exceeded the EPA limit on more than 20 occasions.
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Key Concerns:
• There appears to be a lack of regulations regarding modifications to small waterways by
landowners and other authorities. This has led to known inconsistencies in planning applications
and approvals.
• Loss of a biolink if the full development of 101 lots occurs.
• The impost of high-density housing (101 lots) next to the Reserve.
• The VCAT process regarding land development needs to be revised. Statistically the process is
known to favour the developer in 80% of the all cases presented, even if the council and local
community groups oppose the application. The VCAT panel has little room to oppose the
application provided the developer complies with the existing laws and rules. This suggests the
existing laws are not adequate to take into account the views of the local community.
3. Development of Hunter Park abutting the EHHBR.
Hunter Park has an LCC approved for 101 lots dated 02/12/2016, Planning Permit No 2013/7. The CoM
opposed such an intensive development particularly for properties on the western side of the waterway
and those abutting the eastern and northern boundaries of the EHHBR.
These locations are too close to the designated waterway and or the EHHBR from both a fire risk, loss of
an ecological thoroughfare to and from the EHHBR, noise, stray lighting, people, noise, smells and pets
living permanently next to the EHHBR.
Ideally from a CoM view point for the benefit of the EHHBR long term and worsening climate change,
the development of the following sites should be stopped. This includes13 blocks on the west side of the
waterway. ie sites 77,78,79, 80,81,82,83,84,85,86,87,88 &89 (BAL19) and 15 blocks abutting the
existing Council Reserve Easement which abut the EHHBR boundary.ie. sites
72,73,74,75,76,90,91,92,93,94,95,96,97,98&99 (BAL 19)
Key Concerns:
• Increased ecological pressures on the EHHBR due to the proposed high density development,
when there are alternate development sites in progress at lower cost away from this Reserve.
• Loss of a biolink
• Need to define the LCC easement width between the EHHBR and Hunter Park and build a fence
line.
• The VCAT process regarding land development needs to be revised. Statistically the process is
known to favour the developer in 80% of the all cases presented, even if the council and local
community groups oppose the application. The VCAT panel has little room to oppose the
application provided the developer complies with the existing laws and rules. This suggests the
existing laws are not adequate to take into account the views of the local community.

4. Fire prevention/fuel reduction works within the EHHBR to reduce perceived risk without
sufficient regard to maintain biodiversity
The CFA and the LCC tend to clear more than what are considered necessary particularly by the CoM.
Rather than aim for almost zero risk, a tolerable low risk with more emphasis on maintaining biodiversity
should be adopted.
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For example, the risk of falling trees should be better assessed via an arborist and include frequency of
passing under a tree before a tree is felled. Further, during fire truck presence for fuel reduction burns any
tree that is considered to be of high risk of falling across a track could be temporarily restrained during
this period. An aging tree with hollows (typically 100 years old or more) is considered even more
valuable than a younger and smaller tree with less habitat. Improved methods are required to better
quantify the risk of a tree falling, there appears to be almost zero tolerance risk for a fire truck verses
normal public risk for a member of the public. Is it valid to apply such a risk differentiation between the
risk of a tree falling onto a fire truck with a frequency of passing by once in 5 to 10 years verses the risk
of a tree falling onto a member of the public walking by say six times a day? Four large trees have been
recently cut at ground level with no consideration for creating habitat in an extended trunk if the tree was
to be cut say 6m from the ground.
The EHHBR has a diverse range of flora and fauna, some flora responds to fire for reproduction, others
do not. The frequency and intensity of fire is also important to consider. The service of a high-level
botanist is required to provide direction both pre and post fuel reduction exercises for both mechanical
and low intensity burning methods, interdependence of plants, insect and bird feed etc
Key Concerns:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The use of aggressive measures to reduce fire risk appear to be driven by $ restraints. More
generous funding allocations need to be assigned to authorities to manage fire risk at a
micro level, rather than at a macro level.
The practices on how best to manage the vegetation to minimise / no burning of the Reserve
and minimise the required defendable space need to be improved.
No Indigenous Input.
Consider the use of smaller vehicles of lower height for fuel reduction works, less clearing
required.
It appears the CFA is exempt for adopting offset processes and is able to carry out fuel
reduction works as per emergency practices.
Employing contractors without sufficient skills to reduce fire risk yet maximise biodiversity.
The difficulty of managing environmental impacts when they are not measured.

Note: The opinions above are based on local observation and include conversations with others. The
wording and dates in some instances may need additional cross checking.
Bruce King
Chairperson EHHBR Committee of Management
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Refer the four maps below
General map of the Reserve
Map showing the waterways flowing into the Reserve
Map showing the development of Hunter Park, abutting the Reserve on the east side
Map of the water works region and new holding dam location
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